with a motor attachment affixed.

3. We rigged this up with a drag attachment composed of steel door-mats. The object of this attachment was to bruise the fibre in the dandelion leaf before the solution was applied.

4. Spray nozzles, set about 18 in. apart, were arranged on a frame, set back of the mats, and operated at approximately 150 lb. pressure.

It is the intention next spring to go over not only rough, but fairways as well, and continue this process until the dandelion and the plantain situation is entirely eliminated.

NELSON OFFERS SYSTEM DESIGN SERVICE WITH “ROBIN” SPRINKLERS

Peoria, Ill.—Nelson Mfg. Co., makers of the Lark golf sprinkler, are offering to help green-committees and greenkeepers develop plans for watering fairways through underground hoseless systems. They will furnish without charge, when fairway sketches are submitted, blue prints and plans showing the arrangement, amount and sizes of pipes, fittings, valves, etc., necessary for fairway sprinkling. From these plans as furnished anyone competent in pipe installation can readily figure the cost of installation.

For sprinkling fairways in connection with these underground systems the Nelson Mfg. Co. is offering the new “Robin” pop-up sprinkler, which covers a diameter of 90 to 100 feet, eliminating half the cost of installation, when compared with the old type of underground sprinkler head.

The “Robin” pop-up is permanently placed in a malleable iron casing that is set in the ground with the top even with the surface. The water is fed to the sprinklers by pipes placed a foot below the surface, arranged for draining in winter.

The “Robin” pop-up is used to best advantage in series. If the water supply is sufficient, from two to five acres may be sprinkled at one time. Eight to ten sprinkler heads are used to an acre of fairway.

When the water is turned on the heads are raised by the water pressure and immediately start sprinkling. When sprinkling is finished, the control valve is closed and each head controlled by that valve drops to its place in its casing, closing the
top of the casing with a metal plate that is even with the ground surface. There is no projection that will interfere with mower, tractor or golf ball.

Nelson further states: “The use of the pop-up type of sprinkler in connection with underground pipe systems eliminates almost all of the labor connected with sprinkling, doing away entirely with the handling of hose and the frequent changing of sprinklers. The “Robin” pop-up positive drive principle is simple and has been in almost constant use in a limited territory in California for two years. Its even sprinkling and long wearing qualities have been proved.”

**IDEAL HAS NEW POWER PUTTING GREEN MOWER**

Lansing, Mich.—The Ideal Power Lawn Mower Co. has a new power putting green mower claimed to embody every feature greenkeepers require. With new power and new light weight, this model is a marked departure. Instead of lightening and speeding up the ordinary power lawn mower, Ideal has motorized a very light, hand type putting green mower. It is said to be the lightest power putting green mower ever built, and can be turned safely around on the most delicate turf. It is suited to both level and rolling greens. A light, ball bearing transport cart, with wide tires, easily wheels the new power green mower from one green to another.

Particularly interesting is the power application—applied direct to cutting reel, then through the gears to the traction roller. In this way, the reel is actually tractor driven—insuring smooth, even cutting on sharp raises or in heavy work, reducing wear on gears and eliminating all chance of scuffing. The new Ideal Power green mowers were thoroughly tested on all types of grass in various parts of the country during the year of 1930. The clutch operating the drive mechanism is so designed that to start the machine forward the operator merely raises the mower handle and the clutch is automatically engaged. At the end of the swath, the operator turns the clutch lever, raises the handle and the machine is again travelling across the green.